
IN THE COURT OF PERVEZ IQBAL SIPRA, 

DISTRICT & SESSIONS JUDGE / PRESIDING OFFICER, 

DISTRICT CONSUMER COURT, 

FAISALABAD. 

Complaint No        195/2017 

Date of institution       10.08.2017 

Date of decision          20.10.2017. 

Ghulam Murtaza S/o Muhammad Esa R/o House No.P-134, Street 

No.3, Mohallah Hassan Pura, Faisalabad. 

Versus 

Muhammad Shakeel Proprietor Haroon Brothers Motors Railway 

Colony Service Road Abdul Pur Chowk, Faisalabad. 
 

Claim under Section 25 the Punjab Consumers Protection Act, 2005. 

 

ORDER: 

  The claimant has filed this complaint by contending 

that he alongwith his twelve friends arranged a tour programe to 

Skardu and for the purpose, hired a vehicle from the defendant on 

04.07.2017, for journey. The defendant showed the vehicle bearing 

Registration No.FSC-6949 for journey and also made him met with 

the driver named Zulfiqar. It was settled that Rs.5500/- would be 

daily rent of the vehicle and the vehicle was hired for six days 

against the consideration of Rs.33,000/-. He paid Rs.1000/- as 

advance money and the defendant handed in him a visiting card 

upon which the amount of rent, advance money and outstanding 

consideration were mentioned and the cell number of the driver was 

also written thereon for contacting with him at the relevant time. He 

and his friends were to travel for Skardu on 11.07.2017. On 

11.07.2017, the defendant handed over the vehicle bearing 

Registration No.LRO-3703 instead of the vehicle bearing 
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Registration No.FSC-6949 which was not in good condition and the 

driver’s name was Naveed. He made a complaint to the defendant 

through telephone that the vehicle was not in good condition but he 

replied that the vehicle would run successfully and there would be 

no problem during journey. On such an assurance, he and his 

friends started their journey but the vehicle because of a defect in 

engine, stopped to run at Canal Road Faisalabad. He and his friends 

pushed the vehicle and then it started. They also paid Rs.10,000/- to 

the driver for petrol. When the vehicle reached Pindi Bhatian at 

motorway, the rear tyre burst and fortunately, he and his friends 

remained safe. The vehicle was stopped at 10:30pm, at the Service 

Area Sial Morr and the defendant was contacted with for sending a 

new vehicle. He promised that at 12:30am, a new vehicle would 

reach but he did not fulfill his commitment. He and his friends 

remained at the service area till 06:00am but no vehicle was 

arranged for them thereby he and his friends themselves hired 

another vehicle for six days for consideration of Rs.48,000/- and in 

the way, Rs.15,000/- were more paid. On return to Faisalabad from 

Skardu, he asked the defendant to return the consideration money 

received by him and also to pay damages but he denied, upon 

which, he gave notice u/s 28 (1) of the Punjab Consumers 

Protection Act, 2005, to the defendant but no reply, hence, the 

instant complaint.  

2.  The defendant was summoned through the Process 

Server and registered post acknowledgment due. The 
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acknowledgment due returned to the court after delivery of post and 

the acknowledgment due in this regard, bears the signature of the 

addressee. The summons was served upon one Gul Bahar present at 

the place of business of the defendant. Despite all it, the defendant 

did not appear before the court and consequently was proceeded 

against ex-parte.  

3.  The ex-parte evidence of the claimant has been 

recorded.  

4.  The claimant entered into the witness box as PW1 and 

also examined Muhammad Naveed Shahzad PW2. They both 

submitted their affidavits Ex-P1 & Ex-P3, whereby they reiterated 

the contents of the complaint. The receipt of post office was 

tendered as Ex-P2 and the receipt / visiting card (Mark P/A) and the 

copy of notice stately sent to the defendant (Mark P/B) also have 

been brought on file.  

5.  Arguments heard, record perused. 

6.  The claimant hired the vehicle from the defendant for 

six days, against the consideration of Rs.33,000/-. As per receipt 

Mark P/A, he made advance payment amounting to Rs.1000/- and 

Rs.32,000/- was outstanding. The vehicle which was sent to the 

claimant for journey was not up to mark and the same was defective 

which could not run for journey. The vehicle became defective near 

Pindi Bhattian. The defendant did not arrange a new vehicle for the 

claimant for continuing journey and he by spending more amount, 

himself hired another vehicle from any other person and then went 
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to the destination. In the situation, the services rendered by the 

defendant were faulty. The notice was sent to him u/s 28 (1) of the 

Punjab Consumers Protection Act, 2005, well within time and the 

claim has been filed within thirty days from the day of accruing the 

cause of action. Because of defective services rendered by the 

defendant, the claimant and his friends suffered a lot and for whole 

the night, they remained at service area at motorway. In this way, 

they faced difficulty because of non professional attitude of the 

defendant. Because of faulty services rendered by the defendant, the 

claimant paid more and also faced trouble, hence, the claim of the 

claimant is accepted and the defendant is directed to return him the 

amount of Rs.1000/- which he received as advance money and 

Rs.10,000/- paid to the driver for purchasing fuel. For new vehicle, 

the claimant was to pay Rs.15,000/- more from the consideration 

settled with the claimant, therefore, the amount of Rs.15,000/- will 

also have to be paid by the defendant to the claimant. Moreover, u/s 

31 (f) of the Punjab Consumers Protection Act, 2005, the defendant 

is also ordered to pay Rs.10,000/- as damages because it appears 

appropriate to compensate the claimant who alongwith his friends 

remained at service area at motorway for whole the night and 

waited for a new vehicle promised to be sent by the defendant when 

the vehicle already provided had become defective. In addition to it, 

the defendant is also to pay as costs amounting to Rs.10,000/- 

incurred on legal proceedings. The defendant is directed to comply 

with this order within thirty days and if he fails to comply with this 
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order, the proceedings u/s 32 (2) of the Punjab Consumers 

Protection Act, 2005 will be initiated against him. The Registrar of 

this court is directed to send a copy of this order to the defendant 

free of costs and the receipt thereof be ensured and got 

acknowledged. After due completion, the file be consigned to the 

record room. 

 

Announced                  (Pervez Iqbal Sipra) 

20.10.2017                                               District & Sessions Judge/ 

            Presiding Officer, 

                              District Consumer Court, Faisalabad. 

   Certified that this order consists of five pages and each 

page has been dictated, read, corrected and signed by me. 
 

 

Dated                       Presiding Officer, 

20.10.2017       District Consumer Court, Faisalabad. 
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Short order 

Present:-      

The learned counsel for the claimant. 

ORDER 

   Arguments heard, record perused. 

2.  Vide order dated even passed in English separately, the 

complaint in hand is accepted and the defendant is directed to return 

to the claimant the amount of Rs.1000/- which he received as 

advance money and Rs.10,000/- paid to the driver for purchasing 

fuel. For new vehicle, the claimant was to pay Rs.15,000/- more 

from the consideration settled with the claimant, therefore, the 

amount of Rs.15,000/- will also have to be paid by the defendant to 

the claimant. The defendant is also to pay Rs.10,000/- as damages 

and Rs.10,000/- as costs incurred on the legal proceedings. After 

due completion, the file be consigned to the record room. 

 

Announced              (Pervez Iqbal Sipra) 

20.10.2017                                               District & Sessions Judge/ 

             Presiding Officer, 

  District Consumer Court, Faisalabad. 


